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ABSTRACT

Despite extensive testing in the development phase, residual defects can be a great threat to dependability in the operational phase. This paper studies the utility of low-cost, generic invariants ("screeners") in their capacity of error detectors within a spectrum-based fault localization (SFL) approach aimed to diagnose program defects in the operational phase. The screeners considered are simple bitmask and range invariants that screen every load/store and function argument/return program point. Their generic nature allows them to be automatically instrumented without any programmer-effort, while training is straightforward given the test cases available in the development phase. Experiments based on the Siemens program set demonstrate diagnostic performance that is similar to the traditional, development-time application of SFL based on the program pass/fail information known beforehand. This diagnostic performance is currently attained at an average 14% screener execution time overhead, but this overhead can be reduced at limited performance penalty.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.5 [Software engineering]: testing and debugging—debugging aids, diagnostics
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spectrum-based software fault localization (SFL [1]) is a low-cost fault diagnosis approach that is used in several tools/techniques for automated diagnosis and debugging [4, 15, 23]. Essentially, SFL correlates execution activity of parts of a program with the program’s pass/fail outcome. The analysis yields a list of suspect program parts, ranked in likelihood of containing the fault. Recent research activity has shown that SFL can pinpoint program faults up to an accuracy such that on average less than 20 percent of the program need be inspected [1, 2, 15].

Typically, SFL is used at the development phase, when a number of (regression) test cases are executed. However, application of fault diagnosis at the operational phase is gaining importance as it is becoming clear that no economic design process will deliver sufficiently dependable (embedded) software, given current-day’s systems complexity [16, 20]. Despite extensive testing, residual defects may still cause failures, which also need to be detected, either as feedback to development-time debugging, or as input to a run-time diagnosis and recovery procedure (collectively known as FDIR - fault detection, isolation, and recovery).

The accuracy of fault diagnosis is critically dependent on the accuracy of the error detection (pass/fail information) input. Since no testing oracle is available in the operational phase, fault diagnosis is highly dependent on the error detectors that are integrated within the program. Error detection ranges from application-specific (e.g., a user-programmed invariant that checks if the argument to an sqrt() is non-negative) to generic (e.g., a compiler-generated range check). The latter category of detectors usually require training to adapt to the application-specific program profile (e.g., the actual range a variable is permitted to have). This training is automatically performed during testing at development-time.

This paper studies the utility of low-cost, generic error detectors ("screeners") as input to SFL in the operational phase. The motivation for this study is the following. In [2] it has been established that the diagnostic accuracy of SFL is not very sensitive to error detection quality, provided that the number of (test) runs (program execution profile information) is not too small. As this insensitivity especially applies to the false negatives (a weak point of low-cost screeners, as shown in the paper), low-cost screeners may already yield acceptable diagnostic accuracy. As low-cost and generic error detectors would (1) avoid costly programmer involvement, and (2) minimize run-time time/space overhead, the combination screening-SFL seems an appealing prospect in the context of dependable (embedded) software development.

An advantage of using screeners to flag a run as passed...
or failed is that we don’t rely on a reference output. While this is typically available for regression testing at development time, this is not the case in the operational phase (see Figure 1). In this paper we “replace” the reference program by screeners and investigate its influence on the diagnostic accuracy of SFL.

To illustrate these concepts, consider the C function in Figure 2, which is meant to return true if all elements in the array are greater than, or equal to zero, and false otherwise. There is a fault (bug) in the condition in line 6: the logic operator <= was mistakenly used instead of just <.

When lst[1] equals zero an error occurs after the code inside the conditional statement is executed. Such errors can be temporary, and need not to induce a failure: if we apply nonnegative to the sequence (0, −1, 2), an error occurs in line 7 as lst[0] equals 0. However, the error occurring from lst[0] is “obscured” by the evaluation of the second element of the array, which is −1, and the function correctly returns false. Faults do not automatically lead to errors either: no error will ever occur if all elements in the array are different from zero.

Figure 1: Screener-SFL vs. reference-based SFL

Screeners have also been used for direct fault localization instead of just error detection, albeit with limited success [21]. Also from this perspective, feeding their output to a specific (spectrum-based) fault localization algorithm increases diagnostic quality. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the combination of low-cost, generic screeners with spectrum-based localization to achieve automatic fault localization in the operational phase. In particular, the paper makes the following contributions:

- We evaluate the error detection performance of two screeners, viz. the bitmask screener [11] and the range screener [22] for the Siemens benchmark set of programs [13] while varying the amount of initial training.
- We evaluate the diagnostic performance of SFL for the Siemens set benchmarks using the error information as provided by the screeners, and we compare this performance with the SFL performance based on the intrinsic pass/fail information provided by the Siemens benchmark tests itself.
- We argue that the screener-SFL combination gives more educated guesses to find the faulty locations than the stand-alone screeners, such as in [21].

Our main findings show that although the error detection quality of screeners is quite limited, the diagnostic quality of SFL using range screeners in the operational phase can match the quality of SFL based on test cases in the development phase, provide sufficient test cases are available for training (hundreds of runs).

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present our approach to software error detection and fault diagnosis. In Section 3 we describe our experimental setup. In Section 4 the results of our experiments are presented. A comparison to related work appears in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND

As defined in [3], we use the following terminology. A failure is an event that occurs when delivered service deviates from correct service. An error is the part of the total state of the system that may cause a failure. A fault (bug) is the cause of an error in the system.

1. bool nonNegative(int *lst, int n) {
2.   int i;
3.   int res = true;
4.   for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
5.     if ( lst[i] <= 0 ) {
6.       res = false; // correct: < 0
7.     }
8.   return res;
9. }

Figure 2: A defective C function

The purpose of diagnosis is to locate the faults (defects) that are the root cause of errors. As such, error detection is a prerequisite for diagnosis. As a rudimentary form of error detection, failure detection can be used (deciding whether a program run failed or not by inspecting the actual program output), but in software more powerful mechanisms are available, such as checking program invariants, pointers array bounds, deadlock, etc. In this paper, we will consider invariant-based error detectors.

2.1 Invariant-based Error Detection

Program invariants are conditions that have to be met by the state of the program for it to be correct. Although many kinds of program invariants have been proposed in the past [8, 9, 22], we will focus on bitmask invariants [11, 22] and dynamic range invariants [22], as they require minimal overhead (therefore, they lend themselves well for application within resource-constrained environments, such as embedded systems).

A bitmask invariant is composed of two fields: the first observed value (f) and a bitmask (msk) representing the activated bits (initially all bits are set to 1). Every time the invariant is used the bits (new) are checked according to:

$$\text{violation} = \text{(new} \oplus \text{f}) \land \text{msk}$$ (1)

where \(\oplus\) and \(\land\) are the bitwise xor and and operators respectively. If the violation is non-zero, an invariant violation is reported. In error detection mode (operational phase) an error is flagged. During training mode (development phase) the invariant is updated according to:

$$\text{msk} = \neg(\text{new} \oplus \text{f}) \land \text{msk}$$ (2)

Although bitmask invariants were used with success by Hangal and Lam [11], they have limitations. First of all, their support for representing negative and floating point numbers is limited. Finally, the upper bound representation of an observed number is far from tight.
To overcome these problems, we also consider range invariants, e.g., used by Racunas et al. in their hardware perturbation screener [22]. In the context of our paper, range invariants are used to represent the (integer or real) bounds of a program point. Every time a new value is observed, it is checked against the currently valid bounds. If the value is outside the bounds, an error is flagged in error detection mode (operational phase), while in training mode (development phase) the range is extended to include the new value.

On the one hand, range invariants can handle those cases bitmask invariants cannot. On the other hand, they learn slower in the training phase, especially in the case of counters. Furthermore, range invariants are unable to represent some conditions that bitmasks can, such as even/odd properties. Despite the above shortcomings, both screeners have been proven to be useful error detectors while their simplicity allows them to be implemented in hardware, thus minimizing run-time overhead.

### 2.2 Spectrum-based Fault Localization

In SFL program runs are captured in terms of a spectrum. A program spectrum [12] can be seen as a projection of the execution trace that shows which parts (e.g., blocks, statements, or even paths) of the program were active during its execution. Diagnosis consists of analyzing which of the parts’ activation patterns show the greatest correlation with the error pattern of different executions.

Program spectra usually allocate a boolean vector that signifies whether that part was executed (a so-called “hit spectrum”). Every program run produces a spectrum that constitutes a row in a binary matrix of $M$ rows (one per run) and $N$ columns (one for each part). Next to the spectra, a binary vector of size $M$ is constructed using the (pass/fail) error detection information of each of the $M$ runs (either obtained from our experimental screeners or by comparing the program output with the output of a correct reference version). For each column $j$ of the matrix, its similarity $s_j$ to the error vector is evaluated. The part whose column has the highest similarity is considered most likely to contain the fault. The degree of similarity between each matrix column and the error vector, is calculated using similarity coefficients taken from data clustering techniques [6, 14].

A similarity coefficient is a function using four counters: $a_{te}$, where $t$ is either touched (1) or not (0) and $e$ is either failed (1) or passed (0). For example, $a_{11}(j)$ counts the number of times part $j$ was exercised in failed runs. Many similarity coefficients exist. Known to be amongst the best for SFL [1, 2], in this paper we consider the following three similarity coefficients: Ochiai, Tarantula, and Jaccard. As an example, the latter is defined as $a_{11}(j)/(a_{11}(j) + a_{01}(j) + a_{10}(j))$ (the other coefficients are not defined due to space limitations - for more information see [1]).

In this paper we consider a program part to be a statement. Consequently, the output of the fault diagnosis technique is a ranked list of statements in order of likelihood to be at fault. Given the simplicity of the algorithm the execution overhead of SFL is small (6% at the statement-level instrumentation, derived from [2]).

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we describe the benchmark set used in our experiments and the workflow of the experiments.

### 3.1 Benchmark Set

In our study, we used a set of test programs known as the Siemens set [13]. The Siemens set is composed of seven programs. Every single program has a correct version and a set of faulty versions of the same program. Each faulty version contains exactly one fault. Each program also has a set of inputs that ensures full code coverage. Table 1 provides more information about the programs in the package (for more detailed information refer to [13]). Although the Siemens set was not assembled with the purpose of testing fault diagnosis techniques, it is typically used by the research community as the set of programs to test their techniques.

In total the Siemens set provides 132 programs. However, as no failures are observed in two of these programs, namely version 9 of schedule2 and version 32 of replace, are discarded. Besides, we also discard versions 4 and 6 of print_tokens because the faults in these versions are in global variables and the profiling tool used in our experiments does not log the execution of these statements. In summary, we discarded 4 versions out of 132 provided by the suite, using 128 versions in our experiments.

### 3.2 Workflow of Experiments

Our approach to study automatic fault diagnosis in the operational phase comprises three stages. First, the target program is instrumented to generate the statement spectra and execute the invariants (see Figure 3). To prevent faulty programs to corrupt the logged information, the program invariants and spectra themselves are located in an external component (“Screener”). The instrumentation process is implemented as an optimization pass for the LLVM tool [17] in C++ (for details on the instrumentation process see [10]).

The program points screened are all memory loads/stores, and function argument and return values.

![Figure 3: Workflow of experiments](Image)

Second, the program is run for those test cases for which the program passes (its output equals that of the reference version), in which the invariants are operated in training mode. The set of test cases used to train the program invariants is of great importance to the performance of the error detectors at the operational (detection) phase. In the experiments the number of these so-called correct test cases is varied between 10% and 100% of all correct cases (267 and 2666 cases on average, respectively) in order to evaluate the effect of training.

Finally, we execute the program over all test cases (total number of test cases per program are in Table 1), in which the invariants are executed in detection mode. Both errors
and spectra are collected in data bases which are input to the SFL component.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Before presenting our results, we first define our performance metrics for error detection and fault diagnosis, respectively.

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

Error detection Error detection techniques may either fail to recognize a genuine error (false negative), or may flag an error where there is none (false positive). Error detection quality is measured in terms of the false negative rate \( f_n \) and the false positive rate \( f_p \), which measure the number of false negatives divided by the checking set size and the number of false positives divided by the training set size, respectively. The checking set includes all test cases in the set of test cases that failed to produce a correct output. In turn, the training set is composed of those that passed, i.e., that behave correctly (at this stage, failed/passed information is obtained by comparing the output of the faulty program with the reference program).

Fault diagnosis As spectrum-based fault localization creates a ranking of statements in order of likelihood to be at fault, we can retrieve how many statements a software developer would have to inspect until he hits the faulty one. If there are two or more statements ranking with the same coefficient, we use the average ranking position for all of them.

Let \( d \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) be the index of the statement that we know to contain the fault. For all \( j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), let \( s_j \) denote the similarity coefficient calculated for statement \( j \). Then the ranking position is given by

\[
\tau = \frac{|\{j | s_j > s_d \}| + |\{j | s_j \geq s_d \}| - 1}{2}
\]

We define accuracy, or quality of the diagnosis as the effectiveness to pinpoint the faulty location. It is defined as

\[
q_d = (1 - \frac{\tau}{N - 1}) \cdot 100\%
\]

This metric represents the percentage of statements that need not be considered when searching for the fault by traversing the ranking.

4.2 Results

Before evaluating the performance of the screener-SFL combination, we first evaluate the error detection performance of the screeners by comparing their output to the pass/fail outcome over the entire benchmark set (all test cases, a pass/fail is determined by comparing the output of a program version to the output of the correct reference version).

Figure 4 plots the percentage of \( f_p \) and \( f_n \) for both bitmask and range invariants for different percentage of (correct) test cases used to train the invariants, when instrumenting all program points in the program under analysis. The plots represent the average over all programs, which has negligible variance (between 0 – 0.1% and 3 – 4%, for \( f_p \) and \( f_n \) respectively). It can be seen that \( f_p \) rapidly approaches zero, which means that the screeners are unlikely to generate false alarms. On the other hand, \( f_n \) rapidly increases, meaning that even for minimal training many errors are already tolerated. This is due to:

- Limited detection capabilities: only single upper/lower bounds are screened, i.e., two simple, unary operations, in contrast to the host of invariants conceivable, based on complex relationships between multiple variables (typically found in application-specific invariants).

- Limited training accuracy: although the plots indicate that the quantity of training data is sufficient, the quality of the data is inherently limited. As explained earlier, an error need not cause a program failure. In a number of cases a (faulty) program error did not result in a failure (i.e., a different output than the correct reference program). Consequently, the screener is trained to accept the error, thus limiting its detection sensitivity.

Furthermore, the results also show that the range screener outperforms the bitmask screener.

![Figure 4: False positives and negatives on average](image)

We now proceed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the screener-SFL chain. Figure 5 plots \( q_d \) for the three similarity coefficients presented in Section 2.2 versus the training percentage as used in Figure 4 (for 10%-intervals). The first point plotted is for 10% training, since if the invariants are not trained at all, all the runs will be flagged as failed, which will render all statements equally likely to be at fault (i.e., no information). As expected, given the results in Figure 4, the range screener outperforms the bitmask screener. As for higher training effort \( f_p \) equals zero, it may be concluded that the difference in \( q_d \) is due to the lower \( f_n \) of the range screener. Figure 5 also shows that \( q_d \) is relatively insensitive to the amount of training as the \( f_n \) and \( f_p \) trends tend to cancel out.

The performance for the bitmask screener varies between 60% and 70%, for the range screener it varies 76% and 81% (meaning that 30–40% and 19–24% of the code has to be inspected on average to find the fault, respectively). Furthermore, the \( q_d \) given by the similarity coefficients are very similar, so preferring one over another yields marginal improvements. Comparing the screener-SFL performance with SFL at development-time (84% on average [1]), we conclude that the use of screeners in an operational context yields comparable diagnostic accuracy to using pass/fail information available in the development-time phase. This result is mainly due to the fact that the quantity of error information compensates the limited quality (in particular, the false negative rate). Even for 10% training the results are comparable, which corresponds to an average input to SFL of
36 true positives (correctly detected errors), 2656 true negatives, 45 false positives, and 179 false negatives. From [2] we know that in the original (development-time) scenario SFL only requires some 6 true failures to approach optimal performance, being insensitive to false negatives once 6 true failures are captured. Furthermore, as 36 exceeds this threshold, the damage of \( f_p \) (45) is limited.

While SFL execution time overhead is limited (6%), the large screening density (an average of 494 screeners for all \( \text{ld/st} \) and \( \text{arg/ret} \) points) introduce a slowdown factor ranging from 1.7 (for \texttt{tcaas}) to 33.1 (for \texttt{replace}). However, these numbers are due to our choice of implementation. As mentioned in Section 3, for experimentiation/isolation purposes, the target program and the screener are two components running in different processes, and the communication between them is rather time consuming. Additional measurements indicate that executing the screener code within the target program would only result in an execution time overhead of 14% on average (5% variance) for the Siemens set (calculated by inserting dummy statements representing the number of required statements to run the screener).

![Figure 5: Diagnostic quality \( q_d \) on average](image)

A way to reduce the overhead is to carefully select which program points to instrument (e.g., currently we also store invariants for constants, but they do not give any relevant info - hence, they could be discarded). To obtain an indication of the potential improvement we have also varied the number of range screeners by considering \( \text{ld/st} \) and \( \text{arg/ret} \) points separately (as they outperform bitmasks we only consider ranges).

Figure 6 shows \( q_d \) based on screening either \( \text{ld/st} \) or \( \text{arg/ret} \) points. For many training situations, the (average 393) \( \text{ld/st} \) screeners approach achieves similar performance to total screening, whereas the (average 101) \( \text{arg/ret} \) screeners entail a drop in diagnostic performance. Due to space limitations we do not include the \( f_p/f_s \) plots.

Table 2 summarizes the trade-off between diagnostic performance and overhead, choosing the training percentage that delivers the best results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Points</th>
<th>( \text{ld/st} )</th>
<th>( \text{arg/ret} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overhead [%]</td>
<td>4.8 ( \pm ) 1.9</td>
<td>11.6 ( \pm ) 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_d ) (training)</td>
<td>73% (10%)</td>
<td>81% (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_p ) &amp; ( f_s ) (target)</td>
<td>14.3 ( \pm ) 5.5</td>
<td>81% (50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6: Diagnostic quality \( q_d \) for only either function arguments/returns (a/r) or loads/stores (ld/st)](image)

5. RELATED WORK

Dynamic program invariants have been subject of study by many researchers [8, 9, 22]. However, conversely to the work presented in this paper, they have never been used as the error detection input for fault localization techniques but focused in finding the root cause of the fault themselves.

Daikon [9] is a dynamic invariant detector for C, C++, Java, Perl, and IOA. It stores program invariants for several program points, such as call parameters, return values, and relationship between variables. Carrot [21] is a lightweight version of Daikon, as it uses a smaller set of invariants. Carrot tries to use program invariants to pinpoint the faulty locations directly. Similarly to our experiments, the Siemens set is also used to test Carrot. Due to the negative results reported, it has been hypothesized that potential program invariants may not be suitable for debugging. DIDUCE [11], on which the bitmask study in our paper is inspired, is an dynamic invariant detector for Java programs. Essentially, it stores program invariants for the same program points as in this paper. It was tested on four real world applications with successful results. However, the error used in the experiments was caused by a variable whose value was constant throughout the training mode and that changed in the operational phase (hence, easy to detect using the bitmask screener). In [22] several screeners are evaluated to detect hardware faults. Evaluated screeners include dynamic ranges, bitmasks, TLB misses, Bloom filter based screener. The authors concluded that bitmask invariants perform slightly better than range invariants. However, the (hardware) errors used to test the screeners constitute random bit errors which, although ideal for bitmask screeners, hardly occur in program variables.

Our paper differs from the above work in that the screeners are not directly used to (help) pinpoint the root cause of a failure, but just to label an execution sequence as passed or failed as input to subsequent, more accurate fault localization.

Many fault localization tools exist, for example [5, 7, 15, 18, 23, 24]. In this paper we have used spectrum-based fault localization because it is known to be among the best techniques [15, 18]. However, none of the above work has been based on automatic error detection.
6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have studied the utility of low-cost, generic invariants (“screeners”) in their capacity of error detectors within an SFL approach aimed at the operational phase, rather than just the development phase. Experiments carried out using the Siemens set show that, despite the simplicity (and the resulting high error rates) of the screeners, the diagnostic performance (measure in terms of $q_d$) of SFL is similar to the development-time situation. This implies that fault diagnosis with an accuracy comparable to SFL is indeed feasible at the operational phase with (1) no (human) overhead during the development phase, and (2) reasonably limited overhead during the operational phase (14% on average for the Siemens set). Furthermore, our results show that the overhead can be further reduced at a reasonable diagnostic performance penalty.

Future work includes the following. Although other screeners are more time consuming, they might lead to better diagnostic performance, and therefore worth investigating. We plan to study alternative screeners, such as Bloom filters [22], also allowing more analysis on the impact of false positives $f_p$ and negatives $f_n$ on $q_d$. Inspired by the fact that only a limited number of (so-called collar) variables are primarily responsible for program behavior [19], we also plan to study the impact of (smartly) reducing the amount of screened program points (overhead) on $f_p$ and $f_n$, and consequently on $q_d$. Although earlier work has shown that the current $q_d$ metric is comparable to the more common T-score [15, 23], we also plan to redo our study in terms of the T-score, also allowing a direct comparison between the use of stand-alone screeners and our screener-SFL approach.
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